Capitalization Worksheet 3
With Space Aliens!

Part One: Identifying Capitalization Errors
Circle the words that should be capitalized.

1. zork left the planet zerg in a spaceship.
2. he went to zonky's intergalactic outpost to get eggs and space milk.
3. strange spacecraft crowded the parking lot at zonky's.
4. zork had to orbit the lot a few times until he found a spot right next to a brand new '71 borg explorer.
5. zork grabbed reusable shopping bags from the back of his spaceship and strolled into zonky's.
6. zonky's was packed with creatures from far away planets: zerg, zorg, and even earth.
7. that's when zork saw his boss, captain orlock, pushing his hovering cart toward the checkout.
8. zork did not want captain orlock to see him so he tried to sneak by him.
9. unfortunately for zork, captain orlock literally has eyes on the back of his head.
10. captain orlock shouted, "oh, zork, so good to see you on a zaturday. let's have a meeting."
11. zork tried to look confident as he gave impromptu reports to his boss.
12. "look, zork," said captain orlock, "this has been nice, but i've got to run."
13. zork grabbed his groceries and zoomed back to the planet zerg.
14. zork's wife, zaggie, was greatly displeased that he bought zoomsin's powder instead of zamsin's.
15. he apologized profusely and they both enjoyed dinner beneath the stars.

Part Two: Using Singular, Plural, and Collective Nouns
Complete each of the following tasks.

1. Write a properly capitalized sentence that includes the name of a new planet or star.

2. Write a properly capitalized sentence that includes dialogue and narration (x said, "y.")

3. Write a properly capitalized sentence about a specific ray gun brand.

4. Write a properly capitalized sentence that includes the name of a new species.

5. Write a properly capitalized sentence that includes the title of a book that has yet to be written.